Attività didattiche co-progettate 4EU+ che coinvolgono l'Università degli Studi di Milano a.a. 2023/24

- Flagship 1 - Salute e cambiamenti demografici nei contesti urbani: p. 1-2
- Flagship 2 - Europa: multilinguismo, pluralità, cittadinanza: p. 3-5
- Flagship 3 - Digitalizzazione – Modellazione – Trasformazione: p. 6-7
- Flagship 4 - Transizione ambientale: p. 8-9

Per informazioni scrivi a / for more information write to 4euplusmobility@unimi.it
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+  
4EU+ Joint educational activities

The impact of environment on mental health

**UM lecturer:** Massimiliano Buoli  
**With:** Heidelberg University, University of Copenhagen  
**When:** 16-17 February 2024  
**What:** on site workshop

4EU+PharmacoEpi: an integrated 4EU+  
Pharmacoepidemiology educational course

**UM lecturer:** Manuela Casula  
**With:** Heidelberg University, Sorbonne University, University of Copenhagen  
**When:** March - May 2024  
**What:** blended course

UNREAD+ - Urban Regulations and Political Memory:  
Towards understanding Spatio-Temporal aspects of Urban Development PLUS

**UM lecturers:** Fabio Guidali, Elisabetta Romani, Francesco Goisis, Pasquale Pantalone  
**With:** University of Warsaw, Charles University, Sorbonne University  
**When:** October 2023 - March 2024  
**What:** blended course

Per informazioni scrivi a / for more information write to 4euplusmobility@unimi.it
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+  
4EU+ Joint educational activities

Urban Health Case Challenge - Obesity in Urban environment

**UM lecturer:** Antonella Delle Fave  
**With:** University of Copenhagen, Charles University, Heidelberg University, Sorbonne University, University of Warsaw  
**When:** November - December 2023  
**What:** blended course

PEERS+ Perineal Trauma: Prevention, Education, Evaluation, Repair and Scanning

**UM lecturer:** Fabio Acocella  
**With:** Heidelberg University, Charles University, Sorbonne University  
**When:** October - November 2023, June 2024 (TBD)  
**What:** on site workshops
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+
4EU+ Joint educational activities

SHADOW - Peer-to-peer shadowing: A pilot project for foreign language and culture learning

**UM lecturer:** Elena Landone
**With:** Heidelberg University, Sorbonne University
**When:** April - May 2024
**What:** individual blended mobility

ENTENTE - EducatioN for The EuropeaN TEacher of the 21st Century

**UM lecturer:** Elena Landone
**With:** Heidelberg University, Sorbonne University, University of Warsaw
**When:** April - May 2024
**What:** blended course

Frontiers, boundaries, thresholds: rethinking European citizenship with contemporary Latin-American migrant writers residing in Europe (2000-2020)

**UM lecturers:** Laura Scarabelli, Paola Mancosu
**With:** University of Warsaw, Charles University, Heidelberg University
**When:** March - May 2024
**What:** blended course

Per informazioni scrivi a / for more information write to 4euplusmobility@unimi.it
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+  
4EU+ Joint educational activities

---

**European and Comparative Legal Studies: between Globalization and Legal Tradition**

**UM lecturers:** Antonia Baraggia, Ilaria Anrò, Stefano Zirulia  
**With:** Charles University, University of Copenhagen, University of Warsaw  
**When:** May 2024 (TBD)  
**What:** blended course

---

**Pluralities of Memory Spring School: Borderlands of Memory**

**UM lecturers:** Pietro Conte, Andrea Pinotti  
**With:** Charles University, Heidelberg University  
**When:** April 2024  
**What:** PhD Spring school

---

**TRANSLATE 4EU+ - a Translation project by the cooperative network Philotrans**

**UM lecturers:** Peggy Katelhoen, Massimo Sturiale  
**With:** Heidelberg University, Charles University, University of Geneva, University of Warsaw  
**When:** October - December 2023  
**What:** blended course

---

Per informazioni scrivi a / for more information write to 4euplusmobility@unimi.it
Why does it matter? And how? Sociological Theory and Social Relevance

UM lecturers: Paola Rebughini
With: Charles University, Heidelberg University, University of Geneva
When: 19-21 September 2024
What: PhD summer school

Citizenship and the Politics of Contention

UM lecturers: Manlio Cinalli
With: University of Geneva
When: 27-31 May 2024
What: Summer school
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+
4EU+ Joint educational activities

QuantEU+ - Quantum Information and Quantum Many-body Theory

**UM lecturer:** Niels Benedikter

**With:** University of Copenhagen, Charles University, Heidelberg University, Sorbonne University, University of Geneva, University of Warsaw

**When:** March - June 2024

**What:** blended course

DeepLife - Deep-learning for life sciences

**UM lecturers:** Elena Casiraghi, Dario Malchiodi, Marco Frasca

**With:** Heidelberg University, Charles University, Sorbonne University, University of Warsaw

**When:** February - June 2024

**What:** blended course

Time Stamped Cosmic Data - Concurrent collection and analysis of large data sets of cosmic rays using time correlation in physics undergraduate laboratories

**UM lecturer:** Savero D'Auria

**With:** Charles University

**When:** March 2024

**What:** blended course

Per informazioni scrivi a / for more information write to 4euplusmobility@unimi.it
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+

4EU+ Joint educational activities

Bachelor in Mathematics Students Task

**UM lecturers:** Ottavio Rizzo, Laura Branchetti  
**With:** Charles University, Heidelberg University, University of Copenhagen  
**When:** October 2023 - February 2024  
**What:** blended course

MEET-EU - A 4EU+ network of Bioinformatics master programs

**UM lecturer:** Giulio Vistoli  
**With:** Sorbonne University, Charles University, Heidelberg University, University of Warsaw  
**When:** November 2023 - February 2024  
**What:** blended course
Attività formative co-progettate 4EU+
4EU+ Joint educational activities

Novel and sustainable food systems: understanding and driving the required change in research and communication

UM lecturer: Carlotta Giromini
With: Charles University, University of Copenhagen
When: November 2023 - July 2024
What: PhD individual mobility

RECHARGE - Ribosome Emergence

UM lecturer: Giuliano Zanchetta
With: Charles University, University of Geneva, Sorbonne University
When: January - May 2024
What: PhD individual mobility

MicroBS - Biodiversity, sustainability in the agro-food system 4EU+ Microcredential

UM lecturer: Luciano Pinotti
With: Charles University, University of Copenhagen
When: April - June 2024
What: blended course

Per informazioni scrivi a / for more information write to 4euplasmobility@unimi.it
Collegio Futuro - A college for future leaders of a sustainable European future

**UM lecturer:** Marco Parolini  
**With:** Heidelberg University, Charles University, Sorbonne University, University of Warsaw  
**When:** October 2023 - May 2024  
**What:** PhD blended course

Extension of competences and knowledge-based education of natural hazards and environmental change

**UM lecturers:** Corrado Camera, Marco Masetti  
**With:** Charles University, Heidelberg University  
**When:** 16-21 September 2024  
**What:** field trip